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Sterling Edwards is a contemporary watermedia master born in
Kansas City, Missouri in 1951. He has been teaching national and
international painting workshops for the past fifteen years.
In 2007 Sterling was honored to be awarded signature member status in the Canadian Society of
Painters in Watercolour (CSPW) and in 2010 he was awarded signature membership status in the
Transparent Watercolor Society of America (TWSA).
Sterling was a featured artist in the fall 2001 issue of “Watercolor Magic Magazine’s Ones to
Watch” and has been featured in numerous other magazine and newspaper articles. In 2009 he was
a featured artist in the book, “Best of America Watermedia Artists”. He is the author of the best
selling North Light book “Creating Luminous Watercolor Landscapes, a Four Step Process” and is
a featured artist in numerous other books by various national and international publishers
including, “Masters of Watercolor”, published in 2016 by Russian artist and author, Konstantin
Sterkhov. Sterling is also the designer and creator of a signature line of art products that are
marketed internationally including a custom-designed watercolor palette and multi-media paint
brushes.
In 2013 Sterling was proudly accepted by invitation into the International Watercolor Society
(IWS) and in 2015 was awarded lifetime signature membership into the internationally renowned
Whiskey Painters of America (WPA), the most unique and exclusive miniature painting society in

the world. Highly respected among his peers, he is often commissioned to jury national and
international art competitions. His award-winning paintings are in private and corporate
collections worldwide. Sterling works from his home studio in Hendersonville, North Carolina,
located in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains.

Juror’s Statement
“It has been a great honor to jury the 2016 show for the St. Louis Watercolor Society. Needless to say,
it has been a huge responsibility and one that I have taken very seriously. To jury a show is never an
easy task and requires that the juror make some tough choices. The body of work from which I had to
choose was varied in subjects and styles, which added to the challenge of making my decisions. One of
my specific goals that I set for myself when I jury a show is have an open mind about each and every
piece and not allow any prejudice to creep into my decisions. It has always been my belief that good
art stands on its own merit regardless of the subject, the style, or the medium in which it is created.
Having painted everything from exacting photo realism to abstract expressionism, I have a good
working knowledge of the skill and dedication that goes into each painting, regardless of the style. In
making my selections for this show, I was careful to put together a nice mix of styles and subjects that
truly illustrate the endless possibilities of working in watercolor. My method of making my selections is
neither scientific nor philosophical. It begins with my initial impression when viewing a piece of art
followed by an evaluation process. The following are some of the main characteristics and qualities
that I look for when making my selections. The degree of technical proficiency that was employed in
painting the piece is very important. A good composition is high on my list of requirements and a
strong balance of values. These are the two things that I feel draw attention to a painting and create a
sense of drama. Original and expressive design is also something that I find very appealing as well as
the creative use of bold or unusual colors. Other important qualities that I might look for in a painting
are interesting textures, a pleasing balance of hard and soft edges, and a nice balance of positive and
negative space. I often ask myself when studying a painting, “Would this piece command my attention
if it were hanging in a gallery surrounded by dozens of other paintings?”
I feel confident in my selections and would like to commend all of you who entered a piece in this show.
I know from personal experience that it’s never easy to expose yourself to the possibility of receiving a
rejection notice. Anyone who enters competitions, however, will from time to time receive one. That is
not necessarily a reflection on your painting. Each juror is different and has to make the tough choices
based on his or her own criteria. If your painting was chosen for the exhibit I offer my congratulations.
If your painting was not chosen, I hope that you will not be discouraged from entering the piece into
another show. Lastly, I want to thank every one of you who entered a painting because without
dedicated artists like you, beautiful exhibits such as this might never occur.”
Sterling Edwards

Awards

$200 Juror's Choice
Stephen Bates
Bedouin Traveler

$150 Award of Excellence
Janine Helton
Korea Veteran

$100 Award of Achievement
Alicia Farris
Always on the Bright Side

$50 Award of Recognition
Judy Brown
Chinese Dancer

$50 Award of Recognition
Terry Lay
Schoodic Morning

$50 Dan Podgurski Memorial Award
Anu Vedagiri
Monk from Mulbekh, India

$50 Harry Richman Memorial Award
Mary Mosblech
Fix it Mom

Honorable Mention

Nancy Muschany, Koi Pond

Linda Wilmes, Festival of Light

Barbara Martin Smith, Cosmic Rhythms

Margaret Schneider, Bashful Boy

Gail Crosson, On the Rocks

Marilynne Bradley, Gothic Forest

Young-Sook Friton, Early Morning Light

Fran Kempin, Free Spirit

Shirley Nachtrieb, Stones #10

Diane Ayres, Untitled

